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Abstract
Coherent exchange between photons and differentmatter excitations (like qubits, acoustic surface
waves or spins) allows for the entanglement of light andmatter and provides a toolbox for performing
fundamental quantumphysics. On top of that, coherent exchange is a basic ingredient in themajority
of quantum information processors. In this work, we develop the theory for coupling between
magnetic textures (vortices and skyrmions) stabilized in ferromagnetic nanodiscs andmicrowave
photons generated in a superconducting circuit.Within this theorywe show that this hybrid system
serves for performing broadband spectroscopy of themagnetic textures.We also discuss the possibility
of reaching the strong coupling regime between these texture excitations and a single photon residing
in amicrowave superconducting cavity.
1. Introduction
With the promise of developing quantum technologies, in the last years an enormous effort has been focused on
building different quantum systems operating in a fully quantum coherent way [1]. Ion traps, quantumdots and
superconducting circuits are prominent examples [2]. Thanks to this progress, it has been realised that
combining different physical systems could help in optimising a quantumprocessor [3]. For example, we can
imagine long decoherence spin qubit ensembles working as quantummemories. This ensemble could be
coupled to superconducting transmission lines, wheremicrowave photons can share the information between
such amemory and the processing unitmade of superconducting qubits. On the otherway,merging different
substances can serve to transduce between different type of quantum excitations. Examples of the latter are
mechanical oscillations interacting with superconducting circuits or cavities [4, 5] or coupling surface acoustic
waves and superconducting circuits [6, 7].
Another interesting interface would be that formed by spinwaves andmicrowave photons. This is appealing
since photons are well established in both quantum computing and communication architectures formediating
interactions between qubits and acting as information carriers, respectively. Spinwaves (or their corresponding
quasiparticles,magnons) are, on the other hand, their short-wavelength counterpart in spintronics. Based on
their small wavelength, togetherwith the absence ofOhmic dissipation, thefield ofmagnonics aims to exploit
spinwaves to produce nanoscopic low-loss devices [8]. Differentmagnonic excitations have been proposed or
have already been coupled to quantum light experimentally [9].Most studies have focused onYttrium–Iron–
Garnet (YIG)films or spheres coupled to either superconducting coplanar waveguide (CPW) resonators [10, 11]
or 3D cavities [12, 13]. The latter allows excitingmostly the uniformKittelmode inwhich all spins precese in
unison. Fewer works have analysed the case of higher-order spinwavemodes in confined geometries [14–17]
and individualmagnetic solitons such as vortices in soft-magnetic discs [18, 19].Magnetic vortices are extremely
stablemagnetic textures exhibiting a very rich dynamical behaviour in the sub-GHz to tens ofGHz range.
Vortices have been used, e.g. as spin-torque nanoscillators [20] or to generate ultrashort (<100 nm) spinwaves
[21, 22]. The latter application is enormously interesting for the implementation ofmagnonic devices as it would
allow the emission of coherent, ultrashort spinwaves of arbitrary wavelength.
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In a previous work, we have proposed a set upwhere photons are coupled to the gyrotropicmotion of a
vortex in a ferromagnetic disc [19]. Importantly, we explored the possibility of reaching the so-called strong
coupling regime. The lattermeans that quanta of vortexmotion and photons are exchanged in a fully quantum
coherent way, because the vortex-photon coupling is larger than both thematerial’s damping and the photon
leakage. In the present work, we generalise our proposal to include the coupling to higher-order vortexmodes
reaching the 15 GHz range.High-energymodesmight lead to larger coupling factors because the intensity of the
zero-point currentfluctuations in a cavity depends linearly on its resonance frequency. This regimewill also be
very interesting for vortex-mediated generation of spin-waves that usually takes placewithin the 1–15 GHz
range [21, 22].
We also consider the coupling ofmicrowave photons to the characteristic breathingmode of amagnetic
skyrmion confined in a thinmagnetic disc. Skyrmions constitute a newparadigm in condensedmatter physics
[23]. These particle-like objects can reach the nanometer scale being very interesting logic units ormemory bits
[24]. Evenmore important for spintronics, skyrmions can bemovedwith record low-power electric currents
[25]. Yet, their nucleation, stabilisation andmanipulation is a very challenging task, especially in the absence of
magnetic fields and at room temperature, as required for information applications [26].
Aswewill showhere, strong coupling betweenmicrowave photons and high-order vortexmodes is feasible.
Even if the amplitude of thesemodes is considerably lower than that of the gyrotropicmode, this is compensated
by the larger intensity of the electromagnetic fluctuations. Coupling between photons and the breathingmode
peculiar to skyrmions ismuchmore tricky. All these couplings are ultimately limited by theGilbert damping of
the ferromagneticmaterial.Wewill start by describing the spinHamiltonian and the resulting stablemagnetic
textures. The rest of the paper is organised as follows.We introduce the theory for couplingmagnetic textures to
photons generated in superconducting circuits both in open transmission lines and singlemode cavities.We
review the different vortexmodes and how tomeasure thembymeans of a transmission experiment. Finally, we
explore the coupling regimes of both vortices and skyrmionmodes to single cavity photons and discuss the
feasibility of reaching the strong coupling regime.
2.MagneticHamiltonian and its coupling to light
2.1.Magnetic textures
The spinHamiltonian of a ferromagnet can bewritten as:
= + + + + ( )H H H H H H . 1S ex dip K DMI Z
Here, = -
G G
H J S Sij i jex is theHeisenberg exchange energy,Hdip is the dipolar term that accounts for the total
magnetostatic energy of the system (shape anisotropy),HK is themagnetocrystalline anisotropy that sets some
preferred axis for themagnetization and = ´
G G
H D S Sij i jDMI is theDzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction (DMI)
term,withDij the strength of the asymmetric interaction. Finally, m=
l l( )H g B SrZ i ie B is the Zeeman coupling
between spins and the externally appliedmagnetic field
G
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operators, ge is the electron g-factor andμB is the Bohrmagneton. The spin operators satisfy
a b[ ]S S,i j =
d abg gSi ij withα,β, γ=x, y, z. The exchange lengthλex defines the characteristic length scale of themagnetic
textures under study.This amounts toλex∼5 nm typically, beingmuch smaller than the dimensions of the
nanodiscs where they are stabilized. Under these conditions, quantum fluctuations can be neglected and the
equations ofmotion for the averagemagneticmoment, i.e. m m= á ñG
G
g Sj je B , can be casted in the Landau–Lifshitz-
Gilbert (LLG) equation [27, 28]:
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Here, m m m m=G ( ), ,j jx jy jz , γe is the electron gyromagnetic ratio,αLLG is the dimensionless Gilbert damping of the
material, and
G
Beff is an effective field that accounts for all terms considered in the spinHamiltonian (1).
Depending on themagnetic object under study (material, size and shape) and the initial conditions (or the
magnetic history), relaxing equation (2) leads to the stabilisation of differentmagnetic textures. Thesemight
have very interesting properties such as topological protection. Two archetypal textures are themagnetic vortex
and the skyrmion. The former is the groundmagnetic state inflatmicro- or nanoscopicmagnetic discs with
negligiblemagnetocrystalline anisotropy (i.e.HK=0 andHDMI=0 in the spinHamiltonian (1)). The
minimisation of surfacemagnetic chargesmakes spins lie preferentially parallel to the borders of the disc,
leading to the characteristic vortex spin curling in clockwise or counterclockwise fashion, as shown in
figure 1(a). In the vortex core, spins turn out-of-plane pointing up or downdefining the vortex polarity [29].
This yields four possible states that are, in principle, degenerate. The lowest energy excitation peculiar to vortices
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is the gyrotropicmode, inwhich the vortex core gyrates around its equilibriumposition. It is predominantly
excited bymeans of an in-plane oscillatingmagneticfield.
Skyrmion stabilization is a littlemore tricky, since it requires the presence of terms favouring non-collinear
spin ordering such as theDMI (i.e. ¹H 0DMI in the spinHamiltonian (1)). Néel-like skyrmions can be typically
stabilized in confined geometries such as flatmicro- or nanodiscs bymeans of the interfacial-DMI. This
interaction arises inmultilayers where ultra-thin ferromagnets are combinedwithmaterials having large spin–
orbit coupling [24]. Additionally, a preferred out-of-planemagnetic ordering is required. The latter is usually
achieved by the application of externalmagnetic fields, or by usingmaterials with perpendicularmagnetic
anisotropy (i.e. ¹H 0K in the spinHamiltonian (1)). Skyrmions are characterised by a central core pointing in
the opposite direction to the surroundingmagnetization, so that spins can be projected once onto the unit
sphere (see figure 1(b)). Using perpendicular (out-of-plane) oscillatingfields it is possible to excite the breathing
mode peculiar to the skyrmion, inwhich it conserves radial symmetry [30].
2.2. Light–matterHamiltonian
The objective of this work is to study the coupling between vortex or skyrmion excitations and photons. In
particular, photons generated by currents in superconducting circuits, either propagating in transmission lines
or stationary photons living in cavities. The totalHamiltonian, including themagnetic nanodisc, the
electromagnetic field and their interaction is decomposed as:
= + + ( )H H H H . 3T S Q I
Here,HS is the spinHamiltonian (see equation (1)) andHQ is the photonicHamiltonian. In the case of one
dimensional (1D) transmission lines it reads [31];
 ò òw w w w= +w w w w ( )† †H r r l ld d , 4Q
where d w w= - ¢w w¢[ ] ( )†r r, are right-movingmodeswhile d w w= - ¢w w¢[ ] ( )†l l, are the left-moving ones.
Here, we are considering 1Dfields where the k index stands for the photonwavenumber for the transversemode
solutions of thewave equations. Owing to the fact that light propagates in 1D (zwith our choice, see figure 2), we
know thatωk=vkwith v the propagation velocity. In transmission lines =v LC1 with L (C) being the
effective inductance (capacitance) per unit of length.
HI is the Zeeman coupling between themagneticmoments and themagnetic field
G
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Finally, themagnetic field at point r=(x, y, z) is quantized in theCoulomb gauge as [32, ch 10]:
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Here, h.c.means hermitean conjugate, x (y) are the transverse x (y) components of the field density having
units of inverse length, c is the speed of light in vacuumand ò0 is the vacuumpermittivity.We emphasise thatwe
aremainly interested in discussing the single photon coupling. Thus, these componentsmust be understood as
the rootmean square value of thefield (
G
b0) generated by thevacuumcurrentfluctuations in the circuit (irms). In
section 3we explain how to compute them. Experimentally, the single photon regime can be achieved at very low
temperatures (i.e. fewmK) and upon severe attenuation of the input/output signal lines.
Figure 1. Schematic representation of the spatial distribution ofmagneticmoments typical of (a) a vortex or (b) aNéel skyrmion
confined in thinmagnetic discs.
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2.3.Waveguide quantumelectrodynamics
Quantum systems coupled to 1Dbosonic fields, as in equations (5) and (6),are of high interest. They are named
waveguide quantum electrodynamics (QED) to differentiate them from cavity-QED setups, where the quantum
system is coupled to the discrete stationarymodes of a cavity. 1Dwaveguides are used to enhance the light and
matter coupling in order to, e.g.mediate effective interactions between spatially separated quantum systems or
to generate ormanipulate quantum states of light as single orN-photonwavepackets. Here, we use this
waveguideQED setup to performbroadband spectroscopy ofmagnetic textures.
An ideal experimental setup for resolving the excitation spectrumofmagnetic nanodiscs will use the field
fluctuations in awaveguide b0 as the perturbation field, as sketched infigure 2(a). Owing to the continuum
spectrumof thewaveguide (using superconducting circuits, the operation range can be safely assumed to lie
between fewMHzup to 15–20 GHz)we can access all characteristicmodes in a single experiment. In particular,
the excitation spectrum can be obtained bymeasuring the transmission through the superconducting
waveguide. To see how it works, we study the dynamics of a nanodisc coupled to awaveguide through
equation (5).We highlight that wewill consider two locations, i.e. position#1 and position#2 infigure 2(a).
The formerwill be used to excitemodes susceptible to in-planemagnetic fields. On the other hand, position#2
will be used to excitemodes susceptible to an out-of-plane excitation. In both cases, the rmsfield is negligible
along the z direction ( ~b 0z0 ).
Thefield fluctuations on thewaveguide can be estimated numerically in the followingway.We assume that a
total current irms is circulating through the superconducting transmission linewith givenwidthw and thickness.
The spatial distribution of irms is calculated using the software 3D-MLSI that allows one to solve the London
equations in thin film superconductingwires [33].We then use the same software to compute the spatial
distribution of
G
b0 generated by irms. As an example, we use irms=11 nA and assume aNb central transmission
linewith a constriction of widthw=500 nmand thickness 150 nm (see section 3.1 formore details about the
constriction). Figures 2(b) and (c) show the resulting density plots of b0
x and b y0 along the z=0 and y=0 planes
corresponding to positions#1 and#2, respectively. As it can be seen, the excitationmagnetic field =
G G
( )B br 0 is
non-homogeneous along the surface of the disc located at both locations#1 and#2.However, to simplify
calculations wewill approximate
G
( )B r to the one passing through the disc centre (core of the topological
solution), i.e. @
G G
( ) ( )B Br rc , with rc the centre of the nanodisc. Aswewill see in section 3.1, this is a good
approximation for thefirst resonantmodes of both vortices and skyrmions. For a disc located at position#1
(#2),
G
( )B rc has only x (y) component. Accordingly, @ =
G
( ) ( ) ( )B B br r rx c x c0 at position#1whereas
@ =
G
( ) ( ) ( )B B br r ry c y c0 at position#2. Consequently, we canwrite a simplified total couplingHamiltonian
Figure 2. (a) Scheme of the proposed experiment. The relevant dimensions and the coordinate axes are highlighted. Two different disc
locations are considered,#1 and#2. These correspond to the rms excitation field applied in-plane and out-of-plane of the disc,
respectively. 2r is the disc diameter, t the thickness andw the constrictionwidth. (b) and (c) show the numerically calculated density
plots of the x and y components of the rmsfield along the discs#1 and#2, i.e. planes z=0 and y=0, respectively. In the calculations
we assume a zero-point current irms=11 nAflowing through a superconducting constrictionwithw=500 nmand thickness
150 nm.
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with  l w w=a a( ) ( )x y,vc c c k2 2 0 andα=x and y for positions#1 and#2, respectively.
So far, we have just written the Zeeman coupling (5) in a convenient way by using the quantizedfield in the
waveguide, see equation (6). This is rather general, but we are interested in the coupling tomagnetic textures
and, in particular, in resolving their excitation spectrum in a transmission experiment. This facilitates the job,
since it is known that using linear response theory3 and input–output theory it is possible tofind the scattering
matrix. For the transmission function this results in [34]:
åw ww w w w= -
G
G + D + -
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )T 1
i
, 8
i
n
n n n
while the reflection is given byR(ω)=T(ω)−1. The transmitted (reflected)measured power is given by
w∣ ( )∣T 2 ( w∣ ( )∣R 2). Here,ωn are the resonant frequencies of the different normalmodes (n) of themagnetic
texturewhereasΔωn are their corresponding linewidths (being proportional toαLLG).Γ (ωn) is the emission rate
of the texture in thewaveguide which depends onλα (ω). Its exact calculation is based, in principle, in knowing
the analytic solution for themagnetic textures, which is not possible in general. However, it is always possible to
compute it numerically as wewill explain in section 3.
2.4. Numerical simulations and normalmodes
In this sectionwe compute w∣ ( )∣T numerically for amodel softmagnetic disc in the absence of bothDMI and
magnetocrystalline anisotropy. This is to say, we restrict ourselves to the study of the normalmodes peculiar to
magnetic vortices. Simulations are performed using theGPU-accelerated codeMuMax3 [35].We consider a disc
with radius r=500 nmand thickness t=80 nm. Finally, for amore general discussion, we assume prototype
material parameters.
The saturationmagnetization of conventional ferromagnets, e.g. Fe orNi80Fe20 (Py), amounts toMs∼1.7
MAm−1 andMs∼0.8MAm−1, respectively [36]. Other interesting candidate is YIGwith a very reduced
Ms∼0.14MAm−1 [37]. Finally,much attention is currently being pay to ferromagnetic composites like
Heusler alloys or CoxFe1−x. For example, NiMnSb exhibitsMs∼0.85MAm−1 whereas the saturation
magnetization of CoxFe1−x amounts toMs∼2.4MAm−1 for x=0.25 [38, 39]. Typical values of the exchange
stiffness constant areA(Fe)=21 pJ m−1,A(Py)=13 pJ m−1,A(YIG)=1.9 pJ m−1,A(NiMnSb)=9.0 pJ m−1
andA(Co0.25Fe0.75)=26 pJ m−1. Finally, very lowαLLG values can be currently achieved using lowdamping
ferromagnets like the abovementionedHeusler andCoxFe1−x alloys reaching 10
−3 and 5×10−4, respectively
[38, 39]. Typical ferromagneticmetals such as Fe and Py exhibit largerαLLG of the order of 2×10−3 and
8×10−3, respectively [36]. Currently, record low damping values are reported for the insulating ferrimagnet
YIG, havingαLLG∼5×10−5, although at the cost of a largely reduced saturationmagnetization [37].With this
considerations inmindwe setMs=1MAm−1,Aex=15 pJ m−1 andαLLG=10−3. These values yield a total
exchange length l m= ~A M2 5 nmex ex 0 s , typical of conventional ferromagnets.
The excitation spectrumof the prototype ferromagnetic disc is obtained by applying a perturvative field
t w t=a ( ) ( )B A sinc cutoff with amplitudeA=1 mT and w p =2 50 GHzcutoff . Calculating the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) of the resulting spatially-averaged time-varyingmagnetization along the field direction results
in the spectrumplotted infigure 3(a) (bottompanel). The black curve results when applying an in-plane driving
field (i.e.α=x, position#1)whereas the red one corresponds to an out-of-plane excitation (i.e.α=y,
position#2). Each peak corresponds to a normalmode of the ferromagnetic disc labelled g1, g2, a1, a2, a3 and r.
Fitting each resonance peak to a Lorentzian function allows estimatingωn andΔωnwith n={g1, g2, a1, a2, a3
and r}. These values, together with the estimatedΓ(ωn) computed in section 3.1, are plugged into equation (8)
resulting in the transmission curve plotted infigure 3(a) (top panel).
We calculate now the spatial distribution of the amplitude of the FFT of the spatially-resolved time-varying
magnetization. The resulting plots can be seen in figure 3(b) for the upper and bottomdisc surfaces and the
transverse cut. This representation helps to visualise themagnetization profile of eachmode that we describe in
the following. The lowest energymode (g1) corresponds to the vortex core translation around the central
position. The gyration sense is only given by the vortex polarity regardless the direction of the in-plane
magnetizationwhich plays no role. This is the archetypal gyrotropicmodewhere the vortex core is only
minimally distorted through the disc thickness, as it can be seen in the transverse cut shown infigure 3(b). At
slightly larger energy, we observe the second gyrotropicmode (g2)where the vortex gyrates in the upper/bottom
disc surfacewith aπ phase shift. In this way, the vortex core itself flexes through the disc thickness yielding one
node in the centre. This node can be easily appreciated in the transverse cut shown in figure 3(b). Several
3
The input signal is weak sowe assume that themagnetic texture is excitedwithin the linear regime.
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azimuthalmodes (a1, a2 and a3) can be observed aswell. Here, the vortex core also gyrates but there is an
additionalmagnetization spiral that shows up in the upper/bottom surface plots infigure 3(b). This spiral
breaks radial symmetry and exhibits a increasing number of nodes along the radial direction for increasingmode
number. Importantly, thesemodes are not homogeneous trough the disc thickness but curl at opposite
directions from top to the bottom surfaces [40]. Finally, in the case of an out-of-plane excitation field onefinds a
dominantmode conserving radial symmetry (r). As shown infigure 3(b), thismode is neither homogeneous
through the disc thickness.
The energy of eachmode can be slightly tuned bymeans of an external DCmagnetic fieldBDC. This can be
seen infigure 3(c), where the energy spectrum is plotted againstBDC. Curves are calculated for an out-of-plane
field applied along the same direction as the vortex coremagnetization. The gyrotropicmode increases linearly
with the appliedmagnetic fieldwhereas higher energymodes exhibit a non-monotonous behaviour. The
presence of other low-amplitude resonantmodes can be appreciated as well. This is the case of, e.g.modes visible
between 12 and 14 GHz that will not be studied here.
3.Magnetic textures and cavityQED: strong andweak coupling regimes
Shunting the transmission line by two capacitors, it is possible to confine the electromagnetic field. These
capacitors act asmirrors creating amicrowave realisation of a Fabry–Pérot cavity. The boundary conditions at
the capacitors impose the frequency quantization for the photonicmodes inside the cavity, namelyωC=vπ/ln,
with l the cavity length (the distance between the capacitors). Besides, we notice that if the cavity contains few
photons, ultimately only one, it is safe to assume that the topological solution is perturbedwithin the linear
response regime. In such a case, the dynamics of themagnetic texture can be cast in a harmonic-oscillator-like
equation ofmotion [41, 42]. Therefore, the texturemagnetization is written as,
= D +( ) ( )†M M b b . 9n n n n
Here,D = áD ñ - á ñM M Mn n n2 2 , where á ñ... are averages over the ground state. This can be calculated by
computing themaximum response inmagnetizationwhen the vacuum field fluctuations b0 drive themagnetic
texture at resonance. Putting all together, the texture excitations coupled to a singlemode cavity can bewritten
in it simplest form as two coupled harmonicmodes
Figure 3.Resonantmodes of a typicalmagnetic disc with r=500 nmand t=80 nm.Weuse the following notation: ‘g’ stands for
gyrotropic, ‘a’ denotes the azimuthalmodes whereas ‘r’ refers to the radialmode. (a)Numerically calculated transmission and FFT of
themagnetisation response to an excitationmagnetic field. The black (red) curve is the response to an in-plane (out-of-plane)
oscillatingmagnetic field. (b) Spatial distribution of the amplitude (in arbitrary units) of the FFT of the spatially-resolved time-varying
magnetization calculated for the the top/bottom surfaces of the disc and a transverse cut corresponding to the differentmodes. (c)
Dependence of the resonant frequencies on the application of aDCout-of-planemangetic fieldBDC.Onlymodes excited by an in-
plane excitation field are shown.
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  åw w@ + + + +( )( ) ( )† † † †H a a b b g b b a a . 10
n
n n n n n nC
Here, the coupling strength [19]:

c w w= D
a a( ) ( ) ( )g b Vr
2
, 11n
n0 c n
with c w = Da a a( ) ( )M b rn n 0 c themagnetic susceptibility at resonance for eachmode.We refer the reader to
[19]wherewe explained in detail how to arrive to equation (11).
Themost fundamental figure ofmerit in cavityQED is the ratio between g and the dissipative rates, namely
the resonance linewidth (Δωn)which is proportional to thematerial dampingαLLG and the cavity leakage (κ). If
the coherent coupling g exceeds both dampings one lies within the strong coupling regime [43]. In this way, it is
possible to entangle photons and resonantmagneticmodes. This serves to use the cavity photons as a quantum
bus among two ormore nanodiscs, or to perform a transducer betweenmicrowave photons and spinwaves. To
estimate if this regime is reachable, the spin excitations and photonsmust exchange populations coherently in
the formof vacuumRabi oscillations before they are damped out. The condition to have such oscillations is
given by: k w> - D∣ ∣g4 n n [44, 45]. In our case,κ can reach theHz range easily, whereas typical ferromagnetic
materials exhibitΔωn∼MHz at best. Therefore, throughout this work, we are interested in checking if
w> D ( )g4 12n n
is possible.
3.1. Numerical simulations
To obtain the coupling gnweproceed as follows.Wefix our attention to a half-wavelengthCPWresonator,
where a central superconducting line of a fewmicrons is surround by two ground planes. The geometry of this
experiment is similar to that sketched infigure 2(a) for the case of a transmission line. In the present case, two
capacitors are used to confine the photons inside the resonator yielding different quantizedmodes with
frequencyωC=ωn. First, we need to compute the rms of the zero point currentfluctuationsflowing through
the central conductor:
w p= ( )i
Z2
, 13rms C
0
withZ0=50Ω the typical impedance of the resonator.
The spatial distribution of irms is calculated using the software 3D-MLSI as described in section 2.3. This
current generates afield
G
( )B r that is used to compute b0 at the centre of the nanodisc. Besides,
G
( )B r also serves to
excite the topological solution. Therefore, we use a perturvative fieldBα(τ)= ab0 (rc) sin (ωτ) and compute the
resultingmaximum response inmagnetizationD aMn for eachmode n. Here,α=x for position#1whereas
α=y for position#2. Approximating the non-homogeneous rmsfield to the one produced at the centre of the
nanodisc is a good approximation for the gyrotropic, first azimuthalmodes and the breathingmode peculiar to
skyrmions. This is so since themagnetizationmodulation concentratesmostly on the disc’s central region (see
figure 3(b)). This is not the case of higher-order azimuthal and radialmodes. In these cases, however, our
approach underestimates the resultingΔMn by a factor∼1.5 only, as checked numerically. The coupling is
finally calculated using equation (11). Finally, it remains to compute the rateΓ (ωn) appearing in the
transmission equation (8). This can be done using the relation between thewaveguide-resonator coupling [46]:
w w
p
= G( ) ( )g . 14n n n
In the simulations, we assume that a constriction of widthw is patterned in the central conductor to increase
the strength of the resulting b0 field. The reader is referred tofigure 2 for the definition ofw and to [47] and [19]
for a discussion on the increase of the coupling strength using nanoconstrictions. In our calculations,
w=500 nm (in a 150 nm thickNb central conductor) for themagnetic vortex whereasw=50 nm (in a
50 nm thickNb conductor) for the skyrmion.
In the case of the vortex, we consider a discwith radius r=500 nmand thickness t=80 nmand prototype
material parameters, i.e.Ms=1MAm−1 andAex=15 pJ m−1.We let the damping vary between
10−4<αLLG<10−2.We highlight that coupling to each normalmode is calculated assuming a different CPW
resonatorwith characteristic frequencyωC=ωn, with n={g1, g2, a1, a2, a3, r and s}. Infigure 4we plot the
resulting strong coupling condition given by equation (12) for the different resonantmodes and for different
values of the damping parameter. The coupling condition depends linearly onαLLG, increasing for decreasing
damping parameter. Interestingly, althoughΔMn decreases for high ordermodes, all of them exhibit similar
values of the coupling condition, increasing slightly for increasing frequency. This is due to the fact that the
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reducedΔMn is compensated by an increased strength of the zero-point current fluctuations at larger
frequencies, see equation (13). Additionally,Δωn also increases for increasingmode number asΔωn∝αLLGωn.
Finally, we highlight that the coupling strength is independent of the vortex polarity (up/down) and circulation
(clockwise/counterclockwise).
For the disc size analysed here, usingmaterials with lowαLLG∼10−3 will assure reaching the strong
coupling regime for all resonantmodes. This is well within the current state-of-the-art using low-damping
ferromagnets likeHeusler alloys or CoFe. Using the lattermaterial, even larger coupling factors are expected
stemming from its large saturationmagnetisation.Moreover, the reported value ofαLLG∼5×10−4 was
measured for a very thin 10 nm thickCo0.25Fe0.75film at room-temperature [39]. Thismeans that even lower
damping parameters could result in the proposed ferromagnetic disc (t=80 nm) andworking at very low
temperatures (mKrange).
These numbers can be comparedwith the expected strong coupling condition for an uniformlymagnetised
thin-film. For this purpose, we assume a 5 nm thick 1 μm×13 μmmagnet, which yield the same volume as
that of the disc used for vortex stabilisation.We also assume the samematerial parameters, i.e.Ms=1MAm−1,
Aex=15 pJ m−1 andαLLG=10−3. The thin-film lies on top of aw=1 μmconstriction on aNb conduction
line (with thickness 150 nm). The resonator produces a relatively homogeneousmagnetic field b0 along the x
direction (as for position#1, see figure 1(a)). Finally, an external biasmagnetic fieldBDC is applied along the z
direction (long side of themagnet). Under these circumstances the uniformKittelmodewill be excited in the
thin-film, the frequency of which is related toBDC as w g m@ +( )B B MeKittel DC DC 0 s [48]. Numerical
simulations yield wD ~g4 3Kittel , depending very smoothly onωKittel. This is of the same order ofmagnitude
as wD @ { }g4 0.95, 0.85, 1.0, 1.1, 2.1, 2.3n obtained for n={g1, g2, a1, a2, a3 and r}, respectively, when
assumingαLLG=10−3.We highlight that excitation of theKittelmode involves precession of allmagnetic
moments at unison. In contrast, the gyrotropic and first azimuthalmodes cause a sizeablemagnetization
modulation in a very small region of the nanomagnet (disc’s centre).
Regarding the skyrmion, wewill focus on thin-filmnanodiscs with perpendicular anisotropy and interfacial-
DMI.Under these circumstances, aNéel skyrmion can be stabilized in the absence of an external biasmagnetic
field [49–52].Wewill assume a thinmultilayer disc with r=50 nmand t=1 nm.Material parameters given in
the literature for systems allowing skyrmion stabilisation can vary significantly. For example,Ms=0.6
MAm−1,Aex=15 pJ m−1 and perpendicularmagnetic anisotropy constantKu=0.8 MJ m−3 orMs=1.4
MAm−1,Aex=27 pJ m−1 andKu=1.4 MJ m−3 are used for Pt/Cobilayers [49, 50]. Regarding the interfacial
DMI strengthDi, it usually varies between 2 mJ m
−2<Di<6 mJ m−2. In our simulationswe useMs=1
MAm−1,Aex=15 pJ m−1,Ku=1MJ m−3 andDi=3 mJ m−2. Finally, in order to keep consistencywith
numerical results obtained for the vortex, we let the damping vary between 10−4<αLLG<10−2.
Reaching strong couplingwith the skyrmion ismuchmore difficult. The strong coupling condition for the
breathingmode peculiar to skyrmions lies almost one order ofmagnitude below that for the vortex (see figure 4).
This ismostly due to the smallness of the disc used in the simulations. Ultra-thin films are required to obtain
sizeable perpendicular anisotropy constants and interfacial DMI, limiting enormously themaximum thickness
of the structures with skyrmionic ground states (t∼1 nm). In addition to that, ultra-thin films usually yield
damping parameters in theαLLG∼0.1 range.With these considerations inmindwe can conclude that reaching
Figure 4.Numerically calculated coupling condition (see equation (12)) for the different resonantmodes of the vortex and skyrmion
textures. The strong coupling condition increases linearly with decreasingαLLG. The shadowed (white) region corresponds to strong
(weak) coupling. These serve to highlight the possibility of reaching strong coupling for all resonantmodes of the vortex texture
provided the damping is low enough.
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the strong coupling condition using skyrmions in state-of-the-art thin filmmultilayers would require strongly
increasing the intensity of the zero-point field fluctuations in the cavity. Increasing b0 can be achieved by
patterning even narrower constrictions or by using low-impedance cavities [47]. A different possibility would
imply using low-dampingmaterials for skyrmion stabilisation. For instance, promising values of∼3×10−4
have been recently reported in bismuth doped YIG showing large perpendicular anisotropy [53].
4. Conclusions
Starting from the light–matterHamiltonian, we have calculated the coupling of vortex and skyrmionmodes to
both propagating and cavity photons. Assuming typicalmaterial parameters, we have shown that the different
modes can be distinguished in a transmission experiment using superconducting transmission lines.
Importantly, we have also demonstrated that strong coupling between the different vortexmodes in a nanodiscs
and a single photon in a superconducting resonator is feasible within current technology. For this purpose, low-
dampingmaterials such asHeusler andCoFe alloys are paramount. On the other hand, reaching the strong
coupling regimewith skyrmionmodes ismuchmore challenging. This is due to the conditions imposed on the
materials and the thickness of the filmswhere skyrmionic states can be stabilized. The latter requires the use of
ultra-thin ferromagnets that come alongwith high dampings and small thickness. To summarise, we have
generalised our previous theory (see [19]), that was developed for the gyrotropicmode peculiar to vortices and
single cavity photons, to provide a unified picture. In this way, we can treat now the coupling between
whatsoevermagnetic resonantmode and propagating or cavity photons.
The coupling between resonantmodes occurring in vortex or skyrmion statesmight be important to
transducemicrowave photons to spinwaves and vice versa. The latter are appealing due to their short
wavelength that would enable tomanipulate information in low-loss nanoscopic devices. Additionally, coherent
coupling between differentmagnetic textures located in different regions of a CPWcavity would be feasible. This
would allow phase-locking distantmagnetic nanoscillators. Finally, photons could also be used tomediate the
coupling betweenmagnetic excitations and superconducting qubits located in the cavity [9].
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